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Abstract. A new operatilcrnql semantics for *‘pure” CCS is proposed that considers the parallel 
operator as a first class one, and permits a description of the calculus in terms of partial orderings. 
The new semantics (also for unguarded agents) is given in the SOS style via the partial ordering 
derivation relation. CCS agenis are decomposed into sets of sequential subagents. The new 
derivations relate sets of subagents, and describe their actions and the causal Dependencies among 
them. The computations obtained by composing partial ordering derivations are “observed” either 
as interleaving or partial orderings of events. Interleavings coincide with Miiner’s many step 
derivations, and “linearizations” of partial orderings are all and only interleavings. Abstract 
semantics are obtained by introducing two relations of observational equivalence and congruence 
that preserve concurrency. These relations are finer than Milner’s iz that they distinguish interleav- 
ing of sequential nondeterministic agents from their concurrent execution. 
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compared by examini g the way in which they describe the fact that events (atomic 
actions, synchronizations, communications) can be performed concurrently by sub- 
parts of a system, i.e., independently from one to another. If we take t 
the various models of CO rtncy can be divided into two broad 
based on inre&dcing and se based on true concurrencg?. 
on interleaving express concurrency among events by saying that 
in any order. Thus, a t 
states are assu 
1,3,4, 15,30, 22], stress the simplicity of the 
reason to advocate this a 
systems and proving mo 
e [27, 28, 32, 25, 
its as a sufficient 
bout concurrent 
On the other hand, models based on true concurrency use partial ordering of 
events where concurrency bsence of ordering. Wit 
framework, 110 g/&al c!ock i ehaviour of a system is e 
in terms of the causal relat e events performed by subparts of its 
(see fo xample [26, 24, 36, 40, 3 1, 39, 16, 20, 5, 
38, 2, 17, 181) claim that th a more faithful picture of reality, and 
that certain liveness properties of concurrent systems can be better understood and 
. . . 
studied -within this frame-work. 
A classical representative of models based on interleaving is Milner’s Calculus 
of Communicating Systems (CCS) 11273. It relier; on a small number of operators 
which are used z.o build terms. These are considered as agents which, by performing 
certain actions, will become other agents. The operational semantics of the calculus 
is given through labelled transition systems, and the fact that agent E0 evolves to 
El by performing an action pi is rendered by E,-p E,. The technique used 
(Structured Operational Semantics or SOS [37]) relies on the well-known idea of 
describing the behaviour of systems by sequences of transitions between con- 
figurations. Transitions of compound systems are defined in a syntax-driven way, 
via axioms and inference rules. 
Since the original version of CCS was geared towards the interleaving approach, 
oes not consider the operator for parallel composition of processes 
“I” as primitive: given any finite process containing 1, there will a!ways exist another 
process without 1 which exhibits the same behaviour. 
This paper proposes a new operational semantics for CCS that considers the 
parallel operator as a first class operator, and offers a partial ordering semantics 
for the calculus. The operational semantics is still given in the SOS style, but a 
different transitirz relation, called the partid ordering deritlation rehtion, is defined. 
This relates sub arts of CCS agents, rather than their whole global state, and carries 
information about causal dependencies. CCS agents are decomposed into sets of 
recesses, called g es, and the new t nsitions not only describe the 
actions agents ma a given state, 
relatio n the global sta 
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derivation relation is defined via inference rules which directly correspond to those 
of [27-J. Conf!ec;uently, the deduction of both transitions follows the same pattern. 
The new transitions have the form I, +rP*.*‘Al I2 where I, and I-, represent sets of 
grapes, and 92 is a relation providing additional information about the causal 
relations among agents. The grapes in I, perform the action p and evolve to those 
in I?. We thus say that the grapes of I1 cause those in I?, through p. Information 
about other grapes caused by grapes in I,, but not through p, is recorded in 3. The 
intended dynamic meaning is that, after showing an event labelled by k, the set of 
grapes II, occurring in the current state, can be replaced by the grapes in I2 and 
by those related to I, via 3, thus obtaining the new state. 
As an example, consider the CCS agent (a.NILIjXNIL)+y.NIL, which may 
evolve to NILI&NIL after resolving the nondeterministic hoice (expressed by +) 
in favour of cy. In the interleaving approach, this will be rendered as 
(a.NILI/&NIL)+ y.NIL: NILI&NIL. (*) 
We will write it as 
{(a.NILIP.NIL)+ y.NIL} 
[tr.(~rr.Nlt~~~.NIL~+y.NIL- idf&NiL}] 
- {NILlid) 
where (ui.NILl/3.NILf+ y.NIL, NJL[id and id[P.NIL are grapes. 
In this way, we describe the fact that grape (~u.NILI/~.NIL)+ y.NIL causes both 
grape id I ~.Iw. and the event labelled by LY which in turn causes grape NIL1 id. 
Note that the possibility that id l&NIL may have to perform p independently of 
the occurrence of ti is implied by the absence of any causal relation between cy and 
id / @VIL. The cu-derivatit= of grape ja.NILIP.NIL)+ y.NIL is shown in Fig. 1. It 
should be noted that every derivation of the original cslculus can always be recovered 
from our partial ordering derivation simply by “putting together*’ its initial and 
final sets of graphs. In the example above, we obtain NILIP.NIL by putting together 
the two grapes NIL[id and idip.NIL. 
A transition of the above form may look a bit unnatural. We are used to conceiving 
labelled transitions as relations between a set of processes and an action, and 
between that action and ai/ the new processes. Instead, in the transition {**) above, 
Fig. 1. The transition of the partial ordering operational semantics :(a.NILIP.PJlL)+ 
y.NIL)} - [fr*~(CX Ir;lLb l\;‘L)+y NiLC IJ’BN’I-)l { NiLi id}. Grapes are represented bq i&elkd boxes, events by 
labelled circles and the causal relation is expressed tiliough its asse diagram growing downwards. 
grape idlP.NIL is directly related to grape (as.NILIP.NIL) + y.NIL. This happens 
because the evolution of this type of nondeterministic processes requires that first 
one of the alternatives is chosen, and an action of the chosen grapes is performed. 
A possible way of describi g the above cu-transition is illustrated in Fig. 2a. First, 
a choice-event causes two concurrent grapes a.NILIid and idlfi NIL; the former 
then performs an cy. It is however important to kzote that, in order to be faithful to 
tb,e n trr;ncli ramant-& Vr+Ic+I 8 be decision .Jrl*rurrrrrr,, i* ” and t+ action ~53~ il_, --_11 only be ccQsidered as a. 
single indivisible action. Since CCS has no mechanisms for defining atomic actions 
from sequences, we are left with two alternatives. The first requires hiding inside 
the source grape the decision to obtain transitions such as those of Fig. 1. We would 
like to stress that this discussion is just for the sake of clarity and does not imply 
at all introducing any invisible action whatsoever in our semantics. The 3econd 
alternative is to incorporate the decision into the action itself to obtain the usual 
transitions (Fig. 2b). In [8, 101, we have followed the latter approach, but it results 
in an operational semantics that does not take the possible parallelism oi CCS 
agents fully into account. For example, independencies are lost between some 
concurrent actions in +-context; in the case of the agent (a.NILIP.NIL)+ y.NIL, 
a causal relation between a! and p is enforced, thus identifying this agent with 
a.fl.NIL+P.a.NIL+ y.NIL. A third approach, i%llowed in [ 1 l] and [34] introduces 
a new decomposition according to which the agent (cx.NIL~/~.NIL) + y.NIL origi- 
nates two grapes, namely (cw.NILlid)+ y.NIL and (idIP.NIL)+ y.NIL. These papers 
will be further discussed later in this section and in the concluding one. 
a) 
Fig. 2. Alternative descriptions of the a-transition of agent (a.NILj @NIL) + y.NIL. 
A computation is a sequence of sets of grapes (i.e., system states corresponding 
to CCS agents), and of partial ordering derivations (i.e., system transitions). A 
computation of agent (a.NIL(P.NIL) + y.NIL is 
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{NILlid, idlP.NIL} 
{id@.NIL}IP.M! {idINIL) 
{NIL/id, id/NIL). 
From computations, we can extract either sequences or partial orderings of actions. 
Jn the first case, we keep track of the temporal ordering in which the actions have 
been performed (in our example Q jollowetd by /3, i.e., a$); while in the second case 
we keep track of the causal dependencies among the actions (in our example CY 
concurrent with p). By “observing” computations in either way and by taking into 
accoi;rnt their initial and final sets of grapes, we obtain interieaving or partial o&ring 
many step derivations. Incidentally, we observe that our approach is indeed 
operational since we build our many step derivations by composing elementary steps 
and then abstracting. This differs from other approaches [e.g., 2, 51, in which 
transition systems are used to directly associate partial orderings to agents: the 
notion of elementary step and the possibility of growing computations from them 
are 10s: in favour of a more denotational style. 
These two kinds of derivations provide us with a firm ground for studying the 
relationships between the interleaving and the partial ordering approaches. The 
nattral direct correspondence between our partial ordering derivation relation and 
Milner’s allows us to prove that his many step derivations coincide with our 
interleaving derivations. This result also guarantees that the original interleaving 
operational semantics of CCS is immediately retrievable from the partial ordering 
one. Furthermore, we will show that “linearizing” the causal relation of the partial 
ord: d ing many step derivation of a computation results in the set of sequences which 
are all and only the interleaving many step derivations. In other words, given a 
partial ordering of events (obtained from a computation) and a total ordering s 
compatible with it, it is always possible to find a computation the events of which 
are generated exactly as demanded by 5. This property, which is called complete 
concurrency in [lo], plays a crucial role in relating the interleaving and partial 
ordering semantics of CCS, namely in proving Theorems 4.9, 4.13, 4.14, 4.17. 
Returning to our example, all and only the linearizations of the partial ordering of 
the derivation obtained from 5 (a concurrent with p) are exactly Milner’s many 
step derivations associated with agent ((w.NILIP.NIL)+ y.NIL (when the same side 
of the + is chosen), i.e., (YP and pa. 
When the behaviour of concurrent systems is described thiough a relation between 
their states, all their internal states must be taken into account. Frec;uentIy, however, 
only some cf these states are actually relevant for system analysis. I!-i 
descriptions oL this 
unnecessary and unna 
consider concurrent s 
thus invisible, and therefore to desc 
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based on experimentations are introduced which make it possible to abstract from 
unwanted details [27, 29, 231. Because of the intrinsically sequential nature of the 
experiments allowed, concurrency is still not a primitive notion of the theory. 
Here, we intr ce a new notion of partial ordering observatio which we can 
use to define tions of observational equivalence and congruence that preserve 
concurrency. 
Like Milner, our starting point is the notion of bisimulation [35]: two agents are 
equivalent if t ey are able to perform the same partial orderings of visible actions, 
evolving to equivalent agents. The new relations of partial ordering observational 
equivalence and congruence are finer than Milner’s in that they distinguish interleav- 
ing of sequential nondeterministic prozesses from their concurrent execution. The 
two equivalences and the two congruences coincide when dealing only with no+ 
deterministic sequential processes. 
We began our investigation on a partial ordering approach to the semantics of 
concurrent languages some years ago, and our intermediate results have been 
reported in a number of papers [8,9,10,14,17,18]. However, as alrerdy mentioned, 
the semantics for CCS proposed in the first three papers is not completely satisfactory. 
In fact, we had kept a one-to-one correspondence between the set of grapes reachable 
through derivations and agents, between the new rules and Milner’s, and between 
the proofs of the derivations, but we did not always permit the concurrent execution 
of intuitively independent actions. In [l l] we solve this problem at the price of a 
more complex notion of distributed state, and of a less natura! set of rules. Actually, 
due to a distributed treatment of the rbe:-- vllulbe operator, a decomposition relation is 
introduced which causes the loss of the one-to-one correspondence between states, 
i.e., sets of grapes, and CCS agents. More detailed comments can be found in 
Section 3, after Definition 3.2. 
In this paper, ve are able to give a full account of parallelism while maintaining 
a syntactic one-to-one correspondence between the interleaving and partial ordering 
approaches. We keep a centralized treatment of choice thus avoiding state explosion. 
Hence, the solution proposed here is more suited when there is no real need for 
distributing choices, and whenever there are space or time constraints. As a matter 
of fact, a completely distributed implementation, as the one suggested in [ 11,341, 
will require introducing rather sophisticated protocols. Moreover, the present 
approach straightforwardly deals with unguarded recursion. The causal relation 
among events may in this case be infinitely branching, thus reflecting the possible 
unbounded parallelism (see also Fig. 8). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the original 
interleaving seEantics of CCS which relies on the derivation relation and on the 
notion of bisimulation. Section 3 defines the new partial ordering derivation relation 
on sets of subagents rather than on whole agents. The partial ordering many step 
derivation relation is introduced in Section 4 and compared with 
this new relation, partial ordering observational equivalence and congruence are 
defined in the same sectio and shown to be finer than the originals, yet concident 
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on sequential nondeterministic agents. Finally, Section 5 discusses the relationship 
between this work and other proposals of truly concurrent semantics for CCS. 
Ihis section contains a brief introduction to “Fure” CCS, i.e., the calculus without 
value passing. First, we shall introduce the syntax of the calculus, then we will 
present he traditional interleaving semantics and the observational equivalence and 
congruence of [27] as refined in [29]. 
its interleaving se 
efinition 2. (agents). Let 
A = {a, P, Y, n l l } be a fixed set and A-=(a-la~A}, assuming (6)-=a; 
A = A v A- (ranged over by A) be the set of visible mtions; 
T e A be a distinguished invisible action, and let li u (7) be ranged over by I_C. 
The CCS agents, ranged over by E, consists of all closed terms (i.e., terms without 
free variables) which can be generated by the following BNF-like grammar 
where x is a variable and 4 is a permutation of /r_ v { 7) which preserves T and the 
operation - of complementation. We assume that the precedence among operators 
is \ar>[+]>p.>rec>+>I. 
CCS has a two level semantics: the first level describes the behaviour of agents 
through an abstract machine and the second level forgets their internal structure by 
identifying those machines which all exhibit the same external behaviour. 
The first level, i.e., the interleaving operational semantics, is based on a labelled 
transition system v.rith a transition relation defined via a set of transition rules. The 
relation, called derivation relation and denoted by =-+P, relies on the intuition that 
agent EO may evolve to become agent El either by reacting to a A-stimulus from its 
environment (E& E,) or by performing an internal action which is independent 
of the environment ( EO -T E,). 
nition 2.2 (transitions). 
least relation satisfying the 
(Act) @5 +M E. 
(Res) EO+c” El implies 
(Rel) E. -CL El implies 
(Sum) EO +p E, implies 
(Corn) E,*@ E, implies 
E,+” E, and EL 
Milner’s derivation relation EO-+p E, is defined as the 
following axiom and inference rules. 
ret x. &/xl -4 E, i 
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I-lereto, we will use the following conventions to talk about sequences of actions 
and sequences of visible actions: 
E +’ E’, E being the null string of A *, stands for E -/’ E ‘, n 2 
E *Cc E ‘, stands for there exist E, and E, s;lch that E =S El -+cr E, qF E’; 
E+E’, s==A,... A, E A’, stands for there exist Ei, 0 < i < n, such that E = 
the relation .$, s E A *, will be referred to as many step derivation. 
The derivation relation of Definition 2.2 completely specifies the operational 
semantics of CCS; the second level of CCS semantics is obtained by abstracting 
from unwanted details. To this purpose, a notion of bisimulation is introduced 
which is then used to define an equivalence relation on agents. Agents which are 
observationally equivalent can then be identified. 
We can define a bisimulation relation G’ between CCS agents which consists of 
all those pairs of agents related via ~9 to equal (up to ) agents. Loosely speaking, 
two agents E0 and E, are nsidered as equivalent, w ten E0 ==: E, , if and only if 
there exists a bisimulation containing the pair (E,, E,) and guaranteeing that E0 
and E, are able to perform equal sequences of visible actions evolving to equal (up 
efinition 2.3 (observational equivalence). (1) If is a binary relation between CCS 
, then P, a function from relations to relations, is defined as follows: (E,, E,) E 
if, for every s E A *9 
(i) whenever E0 =S EL there exists E: such that E, +Y E: and (Eh, E ‘1) E 
E, ~9 E’, there exists EI, such that E&Y Ek and (Et, E~)E 
is a bisimulation if Rc P(R). 
(3) Relation = = u { )}, is called observational equivalence. 
mpsition 2.4 
Fwction !P is monotonic on the lattice of relations under inclusion. 
Relation = is a bisimulation and an equivalence relation. 
elow we present two pairs of equivalent processes. The first shows that the 
equivalence based on bisimulation succeeds in ignoring the internal structure of 
agents; the second shows that concurrent and nondeterministic processes may be 
identified. 
(a) a.(p.NIL+ r. y.NlL)+cu.y.NIL= a.(P.NIL+ r.y.NIL); 
(F.X:L= a$.NIL+ fi.cu.NIL. 
I-lere, ihe reievant bisimulations are 
L)+cu.y.NIL,a.(/3.NILfzy.NIL)), 
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Rather than equivalence relations we need congruences which guarantee that 
equivalent agents can be interchangeably plugged into any context, without affecting 
the overall behaviour. It is well known that observational equivalence is not preserved 
by +-contexts, and thus in [27] and C-393 this relation is strengthened to a congruence. 
The definition below characterizes observationA congruence without making any 
explicit use of contexts. 
(obsevvational congruence, Milner [29]). E. =’ E, iff 
(i) whenever E. +p EL, there exists E: such that E, =Y E: and E&= E’, , 
(ii) whenever E, -CL E 1, there exists E& such that E,Y Eb and E&= Ei. 
This definition shows exactly in what respect observational congruence differs 
from observational equivalence; however, it has the disadvantage of needing explicit 
concatenations of visible and invisible actions. We aim at giving a similar definition 
of congruence where partial orderings of events are considered instead of interleav- 
ings of events; while string concatenation is trivial, problems arise when a general 
notion of concatenation on partial orderings is needed. Thus, we introduce below 
a less elegant characterization of observational congruence, the pattern of which 
will be followed in defining the partial ordering one in Section 4. The alternative 
congruence again uses observational equivalence, but takes into account only non- 
empty initial sequences of silent actions. 
efinition 2.7 (another chavmtevization of observational congvuence). E. =’ E, iff 
(i) Eo=E,, 
(ii) whenever E. +T E& there exists E i such that E, 3’ Ei and Eb = E:, 
(iii) whenever El a T E i, there exists E& such that E. + T Eh and EA = E: . 
roposition 2.8 (the two context independent equivalences are the same con- 
gruence). E. =z ’ E, if and only if E. sc El. 
roof, Immediate, by definition of observational equivalence and by noticing that 
E. +P E& implies E. FY Eh, and that E,+’ E& if and only if Eo+’ E *F Eb, Cl 
3. ning t 
In this section we define the partial order 
which generalizes ilner’s derivation relation 
notion of many step derivation base 
e first need to sin 
co ere 
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g CCS sequential agents). A grape is a term de 
1 w: x. E 1 id ! G 
where E, \a, [ ave the standar CCS meaning. 
context in whit 
grapes for each CCS operator and we k the same name for all the operators 
s is replaced by two unary operators, 
Ii/r ,‘Q and idi, Y+i-~ 10 1-9 are tags recording that there are Other processes that can FCifGrm . . ____I. 
actions concurrently with t e given sequential process. 
CCS agent is decomposed nction dec into a set of grapes. 
(decomposing a CC’S agent into its sequential ugents). Function dec 
decomposes a CCS agent into a set of grapes and is defined by structural induction 
as follows: 
dec(NIL) = {NIL}, dec(p.E) =(cc.E}, 
dec(E[+] ) = dec( E)[ 41, 
,+Ez)=(E,+E,), dec( El 1 E2) =- dec( E,) 1 id u id 1 &c(E2), 
dec(rec x. E) = {ret x. E}. 
In this definition, and from now onwards, the application of a syntactic constructor 
to a set of grapes is defined as applying the constructor elementwise, e.g., I\a! = 
The decomposition goes inside the structure of agents and stops when a process 
prefixed by an action or the NIL process are encountered, since these cannot be 
considered but atomic sequential processes. It also stops when a sum or a recursion 
is encountered; 
a.NIF,l P.NIL+ ‘y. 
is choice is debatable. For example, if we take agent 
L it is not immediate whether it should be considered as a 
single sequential -- Pk*ocess, or rather as two sequential processes, namely su.NILI id + 
IL+ y.NIL. We take here the first standing and assume that, in 
order to resolve the choice etween the two sides a +, all concurrent processes 
similar situation arises with 
e ret bo st unwin 
The above assumption of’ centralized control contrasts with that of [Ill. There, 
a decompositioc relation decrel is defined which does not consider as sequential 
those agents having + and ret as top-level operators, and glees always inside the 
structure of agents. In. the case of +, this results in a cartesian product of the 
sequential component:; of the alternative agents, thus yielding a combinatorial 
explosion of the number of generated grapes, and the loss of the one-to-one 
correspondence between states and CCS age%?. Indeed, the alternatives present in 
all grapes are oiscar e occurrence of a i.ransirioni dy in1 those grapes 
affected by it. Nevertheless, the alternatives till present in the remaining grapes are 
meaningless and will never be taken. Decomposing the above agent cy.NILlP.NIL+ 
y.NIL through decrel results in the set of grapes (cy.NILlid+-y.NIL, idI&NIL+ 
y.NIL}. When the action (Y is performed, state {NILlid, idIP.NIL+ y.NIL} is reached 
where the y.NIL choice is still present, yet useless. 
dec((((rec x. a!.x+p.x)Irec x. cx.x+ y.x)Irec x. LY-‘.x)\cy) 
= {(((ret x. a.x+P.x)lid)]id)\eu, ((idlrecx. a.x+ y.x)lid)\cu, 
(idlrec x. cw-.x)\cw}. 
dec(((cY.NILI y.NIL+ &NIL; I( (r-.NILI &NIL+ o.NIL)) I&NIL) 
={((u.NI~~~.NIL+o.NIL)~~~)I~~, 
(idI(a-.NIL(S.NIL+u.NIL))lid,idl/3.NIL}. 
We now define a correspondence between CCS agents and sets of grapes, more 
precisely with the sets of their sequential subagents. 
A set of grzpes Z is complete if there exists a CCS agent E such that 
dec(E) = I. 
Full information about a CCS agent E is retained in dec(E), since the following 
property holds. 
Function dec is injective and thus JeJines a biject ion between CCS agents 
and complete sets of grapes. 
Immediate by induction. q 
Note that the inverse function of dec is standard unification, provi 
variables are sub 
are considered atomic. 
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sets of grapes will lay the role of states in our partial ordering derivations, which 
are defined below- First, we need some notation used to describe the causal relation 
betweeij sets of grapes. 
Nutatfo .7. Let 9 be a binary relation, by 95 1 we understand the set {x 13~ such 
that (x, Y)E B} and by BJ2 the set {y 13x such that (x, y)~ 3). Sometimes we will 
write xsy if (qy)E 3; oreover we will define a relation 6% y writing all and 
only its pairs. Furthermore, we also consider operators to be extended to %!, e.g., 
The partial ordering derivation relation II ---* tPV”] Iz is defined via axioms and 
inference rules in direct correspondence with those of Milner’s E, -# EZ. In this 
new relation, sets of grapes (I, and Zz), rather than agents, are source and target of 
the arrow, aild 9 is a binary relation on grapes. Still, the intuitive meaning of 
I, + [WV 1z is that 6, may become & bv performing action p; thus, we say that ilne 
grapes of I, cause through p those in I,ialso written as I, < p < Zz). The information 
about other grapes which can be caused by I, but not by y is recorded in 9. More 
precisely, if g, s g, E 9, we have that g, E I, ‘5 g2E I2 and that g,, but not action p, 
causes grape g,. As a whole, we may say that the derivation I, +r!‘*til I2 replaces 
the grapes of Ii with those of 12u 942 while showing p. Thus, .9 records that there 
are agents that may perform actions concurrently with p. 
In order to make examples more readable, we now resort to a graphical representa- 
tion of I, *[P*til 12, already informally used in the introductory section. The causal 
relation is represented through its Hasse diagram growing downwards (the lines 
representing the transitive closure are omitted), and since sets I, and I2 u 9J2 may 
be intersecting, distinct instances of grapes in I,, I2 and 9J2 are considered. The 
derivation {ret X. W} +ta*‘] 1 ,rec X. (YX} is shown in Fig. 3a; notice that two instances 
of the same grape are depicted. A formal account of the instantiation construction 
is given in Definition 4.3. The derivation 
is shown in Fig. 3b; for a denotation of the gis, see Example 3.10. 
Fig. 3. The graphical representation of {ret x. ~yx) -+[f’*c’l (ret x. 0x) (in a), and of 
{g,, KY) -+[~(~I- KJ*R>’ #,)I {g6, g7} (in b). 
relation I, +[r.L*“l I2 is 
and inference rules 
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ordering derivation relation ). The partial ordering derivation 
defined as the least relation satisfying the following axiom 
(act) {PE]. --+rcr3c’1 dec(E), 
(t-es) II Jcc*.“j Z2 implies I,\a -+.“‘rl P&Y if p e {(Y, a-}, 
(rel) 4 +[P*‘B1 , implies I,[41 +[4(P)*“r’11 ZJ+], 
(sum) (dec( E,) - I,) ---, L.’ ’ I2 implies 
(E + EJ 
[p,{E+E,~-q+.fin12)3 
’ I2 and 
{E,+E} 
l/L.{ E,+E}~(l,u.tinSz,] 
4 
I,IiduidII: 
[ t,.ti(iduidl.fi’] 
+ L(iduidI Ii, 
(ret;) ideciz[rec x. Eix] j _ i3j ,t@~.;~‘: I2 impiies 
[p,(rec.x. E}S( E,u.%,12)j 
{ret x. E}- ’ 12. 
We can now briefly comment on our axiom and rules. In axiom (act), a single 
grape is rewritten as a set of grapes, since the firing of the action makes explicit the 
(possible) parallelism of E. As every grape in dec(E) is caused by I_C, obviously 
relation %! is empty. Rules (res) and (rel) and the first two rules for (corn) simply 
state that if a set of grapes I, can be rewritten as I, via *nLL, then we can combine the 
access paths of the grapes in both sets with either path constructors .\a, .[ ~$1, .I id 
or id I ., and still obtain a derivation, labelled, say, by y’. When dealing with restriction 
we have that EL’ is p, but the inference is possible only if p @ {cy, a-}; in (rel) p’ is 
4(p) and in the first two rules of (corn) $ is simply C_L. Relation 3 is accordingly 
modified. The third rule for (corn) is the synchronization rule; of course it takes 
care that relations 3 and 9’ are (modified and) unioned. 
A derivation generated by the first implication of rule (sum) can be understood 
as consisting of two steps. Starting from the singleton {E, + E} the first step discards 
alternative E and decomposes E, into the union of suitable sets of grapes I, and 
I3 ; the second step (the premise of the inference rule) rewrites II as 129 leaving I3 
idle (see also Fig. 2a). The grapes in I3 are originated by E, + E but noi caused by 
p, so we add {E, + E) s I3 to 3. Moreover, all the gra es which are cause 
grape in dec(E,)- I3 and not by E_C (namely, those in 942) are 
{El + E} and not by 
of these two ste 
the arrow with pair [p,{E,+E}~(I,u S&Z)]. Similarly for the second rule of 
The intuition behi 
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The way we deal wit nondeterministic choice and recursion shows t 
transition rules a centralized control. For instance, all the concurrent 
ccur in an argument of + must participate in and are 
The following pro es the structure of the derivations 
nng derivation relation. Indeed, the u 
of standard CCS ivations is a transition system, while Definition 
is a transition, i.e., t and Ez are gl 
as a rewriting rul 
are only those processes of the current state whi the step. The 
correspondence between the two erivation relations is stated in Theorem 3.11. 
+J Ha I i- in the partial ordering derhation relation, we have .L 
h 
for every set of grapes I, i1 w i is complete if and only if Iz u 9942 w I is complete. 
Immediate by induction. l3 
Let us consider the agent of Exam 
E, = ((cu.NILl Y.NILT &NIL) &NIL+ v.NIL)) l&NIL 
and the agent E = v.NIL. Furthermore, let 
y.NIL+ &NIL) 
g,=(idl(a-.NIL@.NIL+v.NIL))(id, 
y using the first inference rule (su 
181 T$5) *cTqs/A1 
e partial or&ring derivation 
42, rt’c can deduce the derivation of Fig. 4b 
see 
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a) b) 
Fig. 4. The partial ordering derivations dec( E, ) - { g3} = (g, , g-,} -+l’*iR~cfi~*R?‘fiJl {g,, g7) (in a), and 
W,*W-+ [+*(‘,+k I- in,.n,.tt:,tl {g6, g,} (in b). 
(correspondence between Milner’s and artial ordering deriva- 
tions). We have a derivation E,+C” E, if and only if there exist a relation 3 and a 
set of grapes I such that (dec( EO) - I) +rP*:‘A1 (dec( E,) - (S.J2 u I)). 
Given a derivation of either kind, use the structure of its proof to obtain the 
derivation of the other kind. Kl 
ial ordering many ste ~erivatiuns an uivalences 
In this section we concatenate the derivations given in Section 3 to define 
computations from which the partial ordering many step derivations for CCS are 
obtained. The partial orderings of events of these derivations express the complete 
causal dependencies among the performed events. In order to relate our many step 
derivations with Milner’s, we also introduce total orderings on events that reflect 
the temporal relation among them. Finally, the two relations of partial ordering 
observational equivalence and congruence are defined which are based on bisimula- 
tion and on the previously given many step derivations. 
The next definition introduces three orderings of events which will be used to 
capture the relevant information about behaviours of agents. 
(orderings of events). Let A be a countable set of event labels. 
(i) A partial ordering of events is a triple h = (S, 1, s), where 
S is a finite set of events; 
i : S -4 A is a ~abelling Jiunciion ;
s is a partial ordering relation on S, called causal ~ela~~o~. 
(ii) A total ordering ef events is a partial orderin of events t = (s, 1, S> s 
sf events will be 
e concurrent if
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will be identified wit the sequence of the labels of its events. We will define an 
ordering of events by explicitly writing all and only its pairs. 
Figure 5 shows a partial O1-. PApring of events, with the conventions that events are 
represented by circles with t eir labels inside, and that the partial ordering s is 
represented by its asse diagram growing downwards. So, we have that event e,, 
labelled by cy, s no relation with all the others, thus it is concurrent with them 
all. The event 1 d by y dominates, i.e., causes the remaining events. Note that 
the labelling function is not injective. 
We will now introduce our notion of computation, defined as a finite sequence 
of complete sets of grapes and of partial ordering derivations. 
nitio 2 (computation ). A sequence 
is a computation if
(i) Gi is a complete set of grapes, 0 < i s n, and Ii +[cL@ll I: is in the partial 
ordering derivation relation, 0 < i s n; 
(ii) Ii c Gi_1, and Gi =(Gi_,- Ii)UBiJ2u I:, O< is n. 
As noted in the previous section, the elements of the partial ordering derivation 
relation are rewriting rules which are applied in the computation above. States are 
(represented as) complete sets of grapes. This is essentially due to our assumption 
of having a centralized control. Indeed, function dec induces and Theorem 3.11 
establishes this natural one-to-one correspondence between the states of the original 
interleaving and of the partial ordering computations. In the ith step, state Gi_1 
evolves to Gi by applying Ii +[p+?l I: in such a way that the set of grapes Ii 
(contained in Gi-1) is rewritten as 9i&2 u I:, while the grapes in Gi-1 - Ii = 
Gi - (3iJ2 n I :) stay idle. 
Note also that our notion of computation coincides with Milner’s, when a single 
step is performed, because of the correspondence between his and our derivation 
relation established by Theorem 3.11. 
From computations we generate a mixed ordering of events recording all their 
temporal and causal dependences. This ordering is obtained in three steps; first an 
ig. 5. A partial ordering of events. 
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event is associated to every derivation and different instances for all the grapes in 
the global states are created. Then, the causal dependencies among events and. grape 
instances are determined. Finally, all grape instances and all events labelled by T 
are removed to obtain the required ordering. The total ordering is determined at 
once by the ordering in which the rewriting rules are applied during the computation. 
nStisn 43 (mixed many step derivation). Given two CCS agents EO and El, we 
define the mixed derivation, written E. Sd Et, iff there exists a computation 
b, &I 
T=(G,Z, 
[C,,-&,,I 
- Z; G, l l - G,_, I, - I:, Gtl 
where GO = dec(E,), G, = dec( E,), and d = (S, I, 6,s) is the mixed ordering of 
events labelled on A defined as follows 
(i) let S’={e,, . . . : ~1 and B = {(g, 9 1g E GJ; 
(ii) Let F* be the reflexive and transitive closure of the flow relation F defined 
on S’u B by the following inference rules 
g E { Gi-1 - Zi} implies (g, i - 1) F (g, i), 
g E Zi implies (g, i - 1) F ei, 
g E Z: implies ei F (g, i), 
(8, v $5) E Bi implies (8, 9 i - 1) F k2, i); 
(iii) S = (ei 1 /Li # T), I( ei) = pi, s is the restriction of F* to S, and ei 4 ej, 
I<i<jsn. 
A mixed derivation contains complete information about the evolution of agents. 
In particular, it records the initial and final agents, the performed events, their 
generation ordering (expressed through 5), and their causal dependencies 
(expressed through s). This information is extracted from a computation 5 by 
constructing two sets, the first consisting of events, the second of instances of grapes, 
and then by determining the orderings over them. Index i in (g, i) is used to create 
a fresh instance of the grape g which occurs in Gi. The link between event ei and 
the ith step of the computation Zi ---, [w?] I! is crucial for determining the orderings. 
Indeed, the indexes of events are used to’ recover at once the temporal ordering. 
The causal relation between grape instances and events is obtained as the reflexive 
and transitive closure of the causal dependencies expressed by the derivations. 
precisely, the first inference rule relates the two instances (g, i - 1) and (g, i) 
grape g, which is idle in the ith step of the computation since it belongs t 
Gi-I- Zi and Gi - (%?iJ2 v Ii). 
the actual event it performs; 
causal dependencies between a grap 
not by the event. Actually: t 
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Before giving the example, a further abstraction step is needed; derivations are 
considered where only the temporal or the causal relations are kept- 
iiiitio ( pcrtial ordering and interleavkg many step derivatiopzs). Given two 
CCS agents EO and E,, we have EO ah E, (called partial ordering many step deriva- 
tion) and EO 3’ E, (called interleaving many step derivation) iff t ere exists a mixed 
derivation EO sd El, with d = (S, I, s, 3), h = (S, 1, c) and t = (S, I, 3). 
It is worth noting that we build our many step derivations by composing elementary 
steps and then abstracting. The next example shows the role of relation 92 (see the 
third derivation of the computation) and how causal dependencies are transmitted 
through 7, and in general how parti al ordering of events are obtained from computa- 
tions. 
3. Consider the CC3 agent 
E = a.NILI (P-.NILI y.((/3.@NIL] r).NIL+ &NIL) 1 &NIL)); 
the grapes 
go = cu.NIL 1 id, 
g, = idl(idl y.((P.P.NILI q&IL 
+ &NIL) 1 &NIL)), 
g4=idI(idI((P.P.NILIv.NIL 
+ &NIL) 1 id)), 
g,=idI(NILlid), 
g, = id 1 (id 1 ((id 1 T.NIL) 1 id)), 
glo=id[(idl((NILIid)lid)), 
and the complete sets of grapes. 
Go = {go., g13 g2L 
G2= 
g, =idI(P-NILlid), 
g, = NILlid, 
g, = id 1 (id 1 (id 1 &NIL)), 
g7=idl(idI((P.NILIid)Iid)), 
g,=idI(id[(idlNIL)), 
gll =idI(idI(id)NIL)Iid), 
G, = k3, Is?,) !z2L 
G5 = k3, g6, gl0, &, 991, 
e following c0m 
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Computation 5 generates the mixed derivation 
(w.NIL((P-.NIL( y.((P.P.NILI 77.NIL-t 
sd NILI(NILl((NILINIL)INIL)) 
g0 
g3 
g3 
g3 
g3 
g3 
83 
g1 
g1 
&NIL) 1 &NIL) 
82 
g1 g4 
86 
86 
g6 
g6 
g7 
g7 
g10 
g10 
88 g5 
g8 g9 
88 g9 
hid representation of the co vation in Examp’e 4s- 
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from which the following partial ordering and interleaving many step 
are extracted: h = (S, 1, s) and t = (S, 1, s), with 
S = k, e2, e4, e5, e6); 
Z(e,) = 0, H(e,) = y, l(e,) = 6, Z(e,) =p, I(e,) = 77; 
e2 se4, e2 Se5, e,Ge,, ei<Pi, 
e,%e25!Ze4SieSSe6, eiSt?i. 
epicts the corn utation 5; Figure 6b is an intermediate snapshot in getting 
ring many step derivation (after having determined the flow relation 
We can now state a fundamental theorem about our operational semantics of 
CCS. The property expressed by Theorem 4.1 (called replete concurrency [ 181) 
Fig. 6b. The flow relation needed as an intermediate step to obtain its partial ordering of events. 
e 
Fig. 7. The partial ordering of the many step derivation of Example 4.5. 
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relates the total and the partial orderings obtained from computations. ore pre- 
cisely, the first part of the theorem states that, given a computation, the events in 
the derived mixed ordering of events (S, 1, s , 5 > are generated in a total temporal 
ordering that is, as expected, compatible with the causal ordering (5 c 4). The 
second and crucial part says that these events can be generated by different computa- 
tions (with the same initial and final set of grapes) in all temporal orderings 5’ 
compatible with the causal one (s G 5’), namely s is complete. Shortly, completeness 
amounts to saying that any two concurrent events can be generated in either temporal 
order. As we will see later, complete concurrency plays a crucial role in relating the 
notions of partial ordering many step derivations with Milner’s and therefore in 
proving that partial ordering observational equivalence and congruence are finer 
than Milner’s. 
.Q (complete concurrency). Given two CCS agents EO and E, and a mixed 
rdering of events d = (S, 1, s, 3) such that EO +d El 9 we have that 
SC4 - -9 
Vs’ such that s c 9, there exists a mixed derivation EO sd’ E,, with d’ = 
(S, 1, s, 3’). 
roof. The proof of the first claim is immediate, the proof of the second one is 
given in Appendix A. Cl 
The next example shows how unguarded recursion is naturally dealt with in our 
framework. It also gives evidence that unguardedness may lead to infinitely branch- 
ing partial orderings that reflect unbounded parallelism. 
3. Consider the unguarded recursive agent ret x. a.NILI x. It originates 
the computation 
e = {{ret x. a.NILJ x} 
ret x. a.NILI x 
[ru,recx.cu.NlLjx~id~rec,x.a.NIL~x] 
+ NILlid 
{NILlid, idlrecx. LY.NILIx} 
[a,id~recx.a.NIL(x~id~(id~rec.x.cr.NIL(.x)] 
idlrecx. cw.NILlx- 
{NILlid, idI(NILlid), id(idlrec x. cu.~~Llx))). 
(Note that, according to ilner, we would have 
ret x. a.NIL) x -+* 
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<ret x.a .NlLlx, 0~ 
.NlLlx, 1, 
\ 
<idl(idlrec XIX .NILlx), 2, 
cidl(Nklid), 2, 
Fig. 8. The flow relation needed as an intermediate step in getting the partial ordering of the many step 
derivation of Example 4.7. 
We have already noted that, due to the assumption of centralized control, there 
is a natural bijection between the states of the interleaving and of the partial ordering 
computations: the states of partial ordering computations are all and only complete 
sets of grapes, i.e., decompositions of CCS agents. The following theorem shows 
that interleaving many step derivations coincide with Milner’s, since total orderings 
of events are considered as the sequences of the labels of their events. 
.8 (deriving Milner’s many step derivations from mixed ones). Given two 
CCS agents E and E’, we have Milner’s many step derivation E Ss E’ ij’ and only if 
there exists an interleaving many step derivation E 3’ E’. 
roof. Let 
be a computation such that E 3’ E’ holds. We build, by inducing on the length of 
5, a sequence of ilner’s derivation rules 
@I @2 h, 
E=&- El El- E2-- E,,_,-E,,=E’ 
such that E 3’ E’. 
hen there is no step, the claim follows trivially. Assume inductively that the 
t s holds at the ith step: we have then that there exists an agent Ei-1 such that 
Gi-1 = dec( Ei-1). By Theorem 3.11 and by definition of computation, there exists a 
set of grapes I3 such that Gi-1 - 13 = Ii, Gi - (BiJ2 U I3) = Ii, and Ii +[Pi*Bil Ii if 
i-l +pi Ei, with dec( Ei) = Gi. Since both many step derivations forget TS, the proof 
of tht inductive step follows. The proof of the only if part is symmetric. Cl 
A consequence of Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 is that Milner’s many step derivations 
many step derivations, the former 
the two kinds 
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eore .9 (Milcer's many step derivations are inter-leavings of partial ordering 
many step derivations). Given two CC3 agents EO and E,, 
(i) if there exists a partial ordering many step derivation EO Sh E, , where h = 
(S, 1, s), then, for all s = (S, 1,s) such that 6 c 5, we have Milner’s many step 
derivation Ea+ E, ; 
lner’s many step derivation EO=9 E, , there exists a partial ordering 
of events h = (S, 1, s), with s c s ( s is considered as total ordering of events (S, 1, s)), 
such that EO 3” El. 
roof. Theorem 4.8 relates Milner’s many step derivations with our interleaving 
many step derivation. Then, Theorem 4.6 suffices to prove the claim. Cl 
So far, we have abstracted from actual computations to obtain many step deriva- 
tions by forgetting the intermediate states of computations, the actual temporal 
ordering in which their events have been generated, and the events Iabelled by T. 
However, we have not yet defined any (semantic) equivalence on CCS agents. Now, 
we will further abstract from the syntactic structure of agents by defining an 
equivalence relation over them. The very asic correspondence stablished by the 
above theorem makes it possible to carry over the partial ordering approach 10 the 
extensional semantics for CCS defined so far (e.g., see [27,29,15]). In what follows, 
we will extend the approach of [29] and define an observational equivalence based 
on the notion of bisimulation, but this time we rely on partial orderings (+“) rather 
than on sequences of actions ($). The following definition thus rephrases 
Definition 2.3. 
( partial ordering observational equivalence ). ( ]I ) If 
n CCS agents and h is a partial ordering of even 
from relations to relations, is defined as follows: (E, , EJ E 0 
(i) whenever E, St’ E ‘1 there exists Ei such that E2 sh EG and (E: , EG) E 
(ii) whenever sh EG there exists hat E, Sh Ei and (Ei, E~)E 
(2) A relation is a bisimulation if 
(3) Relation = = IJ { )}, is called partial ordering observational 
equivalence. 
nction 0 is monotonic on the lattice of relations under inclusion. 
Relation = is a bisimulat~o~ and equivalence relation. 
t is easy to verify, 
owing equivaiences 
(i) au.E = a/i-X, 
every agent at 
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(iii) cy.(/3.k?+ 7.7. )=+cu.y.E ==a.(@E’+r.y.E) 
(note that (i) and (i are two of the T-laws of [27]); 
(I31 it is clot true t I a.NILIP.NIL= a.P.NIL+@a.NIL. 
Not suprisingiy, %he above defined partial ordering observational equivaience is 
finer than observational equivalence. 
(partial ordering equivalence is fine? t an observational 
ken two CCS agents EO and E, , we have that EO s E, implies EO = E, , 
but not vice versa. 
ow that = implies = it suffices to prove that, given any bisimulation 
relation R,, based on partial ordering of events and such that (E, , E2) E I$,, it is 
possible to define a new relation R;,, based on total orderi g of events and such 
that (E, , E,) E R;,, and I?;,, c O( Wini)- This is easily done, since J!? s” E’ implies 
E=+’ ‘, for all 8 2 h, by Theorem 4.6. Thus, we can choose Rint to be R,, itself. 
The claim follows, by applying Theorem 4.8 which establishes the one-to-one 
correspcndence between interleaving many step derivations and Milner’s. Example 
4.12(b) shows that E,==: E, does not imply E,= E, . 0 
Partial ordering observational equivalence is preserved by operators 
roof. Set Appendix B. CJ 
e will now refine the notion of partial ordering observational equivalence so 
that the new relation is preserved under all contexts. The following definition follows 
the pattern of the context independent characterization of observational congruence 
given in Section 2. Again, two agents are congruent if they are equivalent and, 
whenever one may perform at least one 7, the other may do so as well, becoming 
equivalent agents. We need a definition first. 
(nonernpty sequences of silent transitions). We write E =iT E I if and 
only if there exists a computation with at least one step involving only partial 
ordering derivations labelled by r. 
( pa*:ial ordering congruence). Two @CS agents EO and E, are partial 
ordering observational congruent, written as EO sc E,, if and only if 
e exists an agent E ‘1 such that 
re exists an age 
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7 (= ’ is preserved by all contexts). ektion SC s i  a congruence. 
Let E, E,, E, be CCS agents. 
;ors 
The proof proceeds by case analysis on the 
of CCS, und er the hypothesis that there exists a bisimulation relation R 
containing the pair (E,, E,) i.e., EO sc E, . 
The proof in cases (act), (res), (rel) and (corn) is immediate since item (i) has 
been established by Theorem 4.14, and proving items (ii) and (iii) is trivial. 
(sum) The only dificult part of proving that E,+ symmetrically 
that E + EO sc E + E,) is showing that E,,+ E = El E 3” E& also 
E,+Esh E’, with E+ E’,; and vice versa. When EO moves via visible act’3ns, the 
proof is trivial. When EO 3’ E& also E, W E i, for EO zc El by hypothesis (in 
particular, note that item (ii) holds); and vice versa. 
(ret) The proof can be carried on by following step by step the corresponding 
proof for the original interleaving semantics (Proposition 2.7 of [29]). 
extending observational congruence to open terms in order to prove that, given two 
open terms EO and E,, E,, sc E, implies ret X. EU &rec X. E,. The only difference 
with the proof of [29] is due to the definition of bisimulation. There, it is based on 
single-step derivations, while in our case it relies on computations of arbitrary length. 
Thus, an additional induction on the length of computations is needed. Cl 
As expected, partial ordering congruence is finer than observational congruence; 
furthermore they concide when dealing with nondeterministic sequential processes 
only. 
orollary (partial ordering congruence is finer than observational con- 
gruence). Given two CC’S agents EO and E,, we have that E. sc E, implies EO =’ E,, 
3u t not vice versa. 
roof. The implication follows from Theorems 4.8, 4.9 and 4.13. xample 4.12(b) 
shows also that the reverse implication does not hold. El 
Not surprisingly, the partial ordering equivalence and congruence relations 
coincide with the original relations introduced in [29] when they are restricted to 
sequential nondeterministic processes. 
(partial ordering congruence and observational congruence coincide 
on sequential processes). ar9ent.s ipz w&h 1 
73e restriAi*Zof SC to SE 
erivations E,, +(s*‘*s) E, 
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wions an6 reiaieci work 
A partial ordering semantics for CCS has been presented which is based on a set 
iven in the SOS sty le, and on a notion of observational congruence. 
escribes the evolution of sets of sequential subagents which are 
posing CCS agents, and expresses the causal relation among the 
initial subagents, the performed action, and the resulting subagents. The congruence 
abstracts from internal behaviour but still distinguishes concurrent execution of 
actions from their nondeterministic interleavings, and preserves information about 
the causal relation among them. 
To make the choic, of a particular true concurrent semantics less arbitrary, in 
[la] we state two criteria we consider essential to assess any new partial ordering 
semantics of a language previously equipped with an interleaving one: 
(i) the interleaving semantics must be retrievable from the partial ordering 
semantics; 
(ii) the partial ordering semantics must capture all and only the parallelism 
present in the language, as expressed, for example, through a multiset operational 
. 
semantics. 
In this section, we will discuss the adequacy of our semantics and its relationship 
with other work with the same objectives, by checking whether they satisfy the 
above criteria, and by discussing the discriminating power of the proposed 
behavioural equivalences. 
Theorem 4.9 guarantees that our semantics atisfies criterion (i), i.e., there exists 
a Milner’s many step derivation if and only if it corresponds to a linearization of 
the events of a many step partial ordering derivation. It should be noted that there 
indeed exists a direct syntactic correspondence between agents and the sets of grapes 
reachable lh 
. . t-c*,.,-- L-+....-?.*H lb rllro~ugtr derivairons, UCLWCGII fdilner’s rules and o-urs, and, finally, LtcLwbGh 
the proofs of either derivations. In fact, criterion (i) is shown to hold by a straight- 
forward structural induction. We should like to stress that another by-product of 
the direct correspondence is that proof techniques developed for the interleaving 
approach can be borrowed, as done, e.g., in the proofs of Theorems 4.14. and 4.17. 
We have not proved criterion (ii), but we claim it. The proof, as shown in [ll], 
would require the introduction of a multiset transition system in which transitions 
are labelled by multisets of actions, rather than by single actions. The new transition 
system makes the concurrency of CCS agents explicit by describing the effect of 
performing concurrent actions simultaneously. The multiset operational semantics 
can 5e defined by extending and modifying the inference rule for communication 
between agents, so that a multiset of actions could be performed and pairs of 
complementary actions could be synchronized (see [28, l] for something in this 
line). Once multiset transitions have been defined, criterion (ii) can be stated as 
follows. A rtial ordering obtaine m a computation of an agent 
of concurr re is a multiset derivation the 
contains all a he proof of this fact is omitted here since it 
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requires long and tedious work, similar to that used to establish the relationship 
between the partial ordering and interleaving semantics. More precisely, a mixed 
ordering which also contains sequences of multisets of actions must be defined; the 
multiset counterpart of complete concurrency must be proved; and eventually it 
should be shown that the partial ordering equivalence implies the multiset one. 
It is important to note that the criteria (i) and (ii) express the minimal requirements 
for a partial ordering semantics. Indeed, they only gusrantee that the proposed 
semantics is not in contrast with the interleaving one and that no potential concur- 
rency is lost; nothing is ref.luired for ensuring that all and only the causal relations 
conveyed by terms are made expiicir. A possibit: way of gaiGlg more confidenr;e 
in a partial ordering semantics could be checking it against a denotational semantics, 
based for example on Event Structures [41]. In [12], we have pursued this line by 
using the distributed operational semantics of [ 1 l] to associated Labelled Event 
Structures to CCS terms. This construction enabled us to prove the consistency of 
the operational semantics with the denotational one. We have not yet investigated 
the possiblity of taking a similar approach when starting from the operational 
semantics of this paper. Certainly, the construction of Labelled Event Structures 
will be more involved, due to the centralized treatment of choice and recursion. 
Once criterion (ii) has been established, it is not difficult to see that multiset 
equivalence is coarser than our partial ordering equivalence, whichever abstraction 
mechanism is chosen. Indeed, a multiset equivalence does not respect causal depen- 
dencies, as shown by the following example. The agents 
a.NILIP.NIL+@.NIL and a.NILfP.NIL 
are multiset equivalent, but they are not partial ordering equivalent. 
Although the example above and Theorem 4.17 may support the choice of partial 
ordering congruence as the basis for truly concurrent semantics, there are also 
situations in which this congruence is not completely satisfactory. Indeed, it does 
not completely respect branching time. For example, the following agents are partial 
ordering congruent 
a.(y.NIL+ &NIL) + (r.NILI y.NIL+ cw.y.NIL 
(u.( y.NIL+ &NIL) + cu.NILI y.NIL. 
Nevertheless, the first agent may cause via an cu either (y.NIL+ &NIL) or just 
y.NIL, while the second has no choice. 
When branching time is felt to be important, alternative approa 
followed, still using as a starting point the rewriting rules used in this 
In [9] we introduced a new partial ordering equival 
of this paper, is based on bisimulati 
additional discriminating power is 
easurement Systems (NMS), a 
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associated to an agent E is a tree the nodes of which are the computations of E, 
ordered by prefix; its nodes are labelled by the relevant information about the 
computation perfor ed so far. Two agents are considered as equivale 
their NMSs are bisimilar. 
use the labels of the mixed derivations obtained of 
Ss and obtain an observational equivalence which fully respects 
ermirism and their interplay. This equivalence can easily be prove 
ivalence of Definition 4.10; and can be proved equivalent to an 
adaptation to our setting of the equivalence proposed in [43]. For example, the two 
above agents would be differentiated by the new N S equivalence, since they 
generate two NMSs which are not bisimilar. The two NMSs are depicted in Fig. 9, 
where the nodes are labelled by partial orderings only: both the computations 
corresponding to the nodes and their generation orderings can be easily inferred. 
Fig. 9. 
There have been earlier attemp t to define a partial ordering operational semantics s 
for CCS. However, either proper subsets of CCS have been considered or the 
iri;&~tiv-i~~g ai;iha&~a ih irot i;iic ~~~~&KJ CC2 ane or a formal proof has not been 
given. Our attempts [8,9, 10, 1 1] have already been summarized in the Introduction. 
We would like to add that in [8], we label every transition with that part of its proof 
which is needed to recover causality; a similar approach has been followed by in 
[44] where the whole proofs are used as labels instead. De Cindio et al. [13] map 
into a subclass of tri Nets a version of CCS which does not allow the generation 
of unboundedly many agents in parallel, such as ret X. cu.NIL I/3.x. Goltz and Mycroft 
[19] give a denotational semantics of CCS in terms of Occurrence Nets and an 
operational semantics in terms of Place/Transitions Nets which does not satisfy 
criterion (i) (see [IO] for an example). Winskel[41,42] proposes two partial ordering 
denotstional se---- A lllQ&~~ for CCS based on Event Structures and on Petri Nets. He 
claims that his se:raantics agrees with Mimer’s without giving any formal statement 
of the satisfaction of any criteria similar to (i) and (ii) above. The approach of [lo] 
modified versio 
uted account of + and ret; Olderog uses a slightly 
o&ion function and proposes a set of derivation 
antics of a language 
f criterion (i) is 
j knt 
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more involved and less general conditions are stated in place of criterion (ii), and 
not formally proved. 
Recently, Darondeau and’ Degano [7] proposed a new interleaving-like 
operational semantics which is nevertheless capable of expressing causality, and 
provided a complete axiomatization (for finitary CCS) of a congruence based on 
bisimulation which is as discriminating as the one based on NMSs when labelled 
by mixed orderings of events. 
There are also several papers which aim at providing languages traditionally 
equipped with interleaving based semantics with partial ordering preserving 
behavioural equivalences. Castellani and Hennessy [6] provide a fragment of CCS 
with a semantics based on rewriting rules and bisimulation. Synchronization and 
restriction are not considered and only single-step derivations are defined. Their 
observational equivalence does not seem to be comparable with ours even for the 
common sublanguge. However, the relationships have not yet been fully investigated. 
In [21], van Glabbeek and Vaandrager propose a Petri Net semantics for finite ACP 
processes and define two congruence relations (pomset and generalized pomset 
bisimulation) which seem to coincide with our partial ordering and (partial ordering 
labelled-) NMS equivalence, respectively. Boudol and Castellani [2] consider an 
algebra of labelled event structures (without restriction and communication) and 
define a complete set of axioms for a congruence relation which, we feel coincides 
with pomset bisimulation and with the congruence introduced in this paper. None 
of the above operational approaches considers a language with operators for both 
recursion and restriction. It is not clear to us how and whether their results could 
be extended to cope with this significant mixture. 
The results presented in this paper cecainly require further improvements and 
extensions. Obviously, the relationships among the various partial ordering 
equivalences should be assessed, and other notions of equivalence defined and 
studied. For example, it should be worthwhile to extend to true concurrent models 
those equivalence or pre-order relations already introduced and proved interesting 
for interleaving models [ 15, 331. More generally, criteria must be established to 
judge the adequacy and feasibility of equivalence relations for concurrent systems. 
The proof of complete concurrency is based on the following steps. 
(i) Given a corn tation, we define its obs 
mixed derivation of finition 4.3 in that it is 1 
also containing events labelled by r. 
(ii) We show that, given two consecutive 
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generated in the reverse order, provided that no grape of Z: is used by the second 
partial ordering derivation, namely when 1; n Zz = 0 (note that szJ2 n Z2 may be 
nonempty). 
(iii) We further extend the result above to any set of concurrent events. 
(iv) We prove ing the events labelled by r does not a 
result. 
Recall that two isomorphic ordering of events will be considered identical. 
ion (observation). Given two CCS agents EO and E,, with dec( EO) = Go 
and dec(E,) = G,, and the computation 
~={G-,Z,------- [pl*dn,l Z;G1 . . l G,_,I, % Z;G,,) 
we call observation of 5 the mixed ordering of events 0 = (S, Z, s, 5), labelled on 
A u {T}, defined by items (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.3, and by the following 
(iii’) S = S’ = { ei}; Z( ei) = pi ; restrict F* t,o S; and ei 5 ej, 1 s i <j < n. 
. Given a two-step computation 
(i) its observation is o = (S, 1, s, 5 ), where 
s = {e, 3 4, Od=p,, Ue2)=p2, elsei, e2se2, e&e,, 
i.e., the two events are concurrent ; 
(ii) there always exists a computation 
with observation o’ = (S, I, s, 5 ‘), where e2 5’ e, ; 
(iii) the same causal dependencies xpressed by F* are obtained among the elements 
of GO, those of G2 and events e, and e2 while determining the mixed derivations of 
either 8 or 5’. 
. The proof of the first claim is immediate. Items (ii) and (iii) are proved by 
tion on the maximal number of steps needed to infer I, -@@J Z{ and 
12 - 
ccc* 9*1 1;. 
The base case is when n = 2. Indeed, in order to have two concurrent events, the 
deductions of hot derivations must make use at least of the axiom (act) and of 
the inference ra?!c (corn) of efinition 3.8 and Go can only be of the form 
}. The proof of the base case is now immediate. 
y case ,analysis on e syntatic structure of the 
ve all the same structure). 
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that the same causal relation F* among the elements of GO, those of GZ, and events 
e, and e2 holds. 
(act): The axiom of efinition 3.8 can never be used in the last step of a proof 
longer than 2. 
(res): If, from 
we can generate the equivalent computation 
then from 
WO\Q 
we generate the 
WO\Q 
CCL, .*,\a1 
I,\a - G\ff G\a 
equivalent computation 
where the length of the deductions of both I, -cPlV*23 1; and I2 -&**2’ 1; is 
increased by 1. 
Analogously fdr (rei j. 
(sum): If, from 
with II = dec( E, - IJ, we can generate the equivaient computation 
with I, = dec( El -_I,), then from 
{{E,+E){E,+E) 
CI~,,(E,+E}~(~~U~,~~)I 
> I; G, I2 - [p2’*23 I; G2} 
we generate the equivalent computation 
(corn): The inductive step for the two first (corn) r 
the same pattern of the proo 
case of the third i 
labelled by T. Two rther cases may arise. 
(i) In the first at (i exes I r Sk-3 
right ) from 
3c 
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and that from 
we can generate the equivalent computation 
By applying the third case of rttle (corn), we obtain from 
G:/iduidlGr Z~~iduid~Z~-‘T~iA:iiduid’~‘l~ ZfIiduidIZy GiliduidIG;}, I - 
we generate the equivalent computation 
G’$duidIGr Z$duidIZ: [T”“‘id”id”‘l~ Z$duidIZi’ G$duid(G’,). 
(ii) The proof is straightforward in the other case which occurs when we induc- 
tively assume that from 
{Gb It, CAI’*RI1 , 1;’ Gi, 1; [A2’sn:1 , 1; G:) 
we can generate the equivalent computation 
{Gb 1: rA2”‘1 , 1;’ G: f, r*, .2q 
- Z;' G;} 
and that 
{G; 1; rAs*!sil ) Z;r G; 1; [A; ,:q 
- Zy G;}. 
(ret): Analogous to the proof of (sum). 
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5’ *with observation o’ = (S, 1, s, 5 ‘>, where 
~‘=(~-(e~e’i)v(e’~‘e). - 
where events e and e’ are originated by the ith and (i + I)th partial ordering 
derivations. By applying Lemma A.2 it is easy to construct he required computation 
which is as follows. 
The only check to be performed is that the partial ordering of the observation of 
5’ is indeed s. This follows immediately by noticing that the causal dependences 
F* obtained among the elements of Gi-1, those of G;,, and the events while 
determining the mixed derivation of 
are, by Lemma A.2(iii), exactly the same causal dependencies et while determining 
the mixed derivations of 
(two concurrent events can be generated in either ordering). Given two 
CCS agents EO and E, and an observation o = (S, 1, s, 5) such that there exists a 
computation from EO to E, with observation o, we have that for all 5’ such that s c 3’. 
there exists a computation from EO to E, , with observation o’ = (S, 1, c-, 9). 
roof. Let E be the set of all the computations from EO to 1 originating the same 
partial ordering of events (S, 1, s) according to Definition .3. We have to prove 
that, given the partial ordering of events (S, I, s) and a total ordering 5’ = 
{ei5’ejIi<j}=eOe, 0 - l ek on the events of S such that s E 9, there exists a 
computation 5’ E E with observation o’ = (S, I, s-, 5’). Let 5” be a computation in 
= We construct a sequence of computations {to, c’, . . . , f}, all in Z9 with t Ye 
intuition that 5” originates a total ordering the first h ele 
same h first elements of s’ (of 5’). 
ssume that ,$j” E 5’ has observation oj” = ( 
computation is found. Otherwise, assume inductively that 
tation @‘I+’ w 
e,, e, . . . e” _. , ei, . . O e, ei’,_, . . a ek. 
sAolmado kq pamasadd s! amapmpzba lvuo!yvmasqo 8u!dapno lmy.m~ 9 
aq uaq~ UB~ p*v tfuwa~ asnwaq SI sty1 f,s s! s 0) UO~J~!JJS~J s,i pun ‘,o$ 5,~ 
W3q) ~NIS,,~ 8U~lapJO ',QO) ?? pUy 01 Sa3.JJnS ,I l (,~‘~‘t ‘S)=,p SlUaAaJO %U~'apJO 
pax!uIy)$!~,~ uoy~slnduro~epuy~SnwaM pw ',6 5 3 JEyly3nSUaA@ SI SJO S)UaAa 
aq] UO,~ %U~.1ap~0 11330) f?:u1~1?13 puo3as ay, aAoJd 0) ~3a1 ~JE a~ l sno!Aqo s! w!t?~:, 
)SJy aq,L '5 ‘3 ‘1 )+)SaJ @WpJO33E 0) pUE L dq paIIaql?I S)UaAa p.IlDS~p 0) aJay) 
pasn CrC~uo (ur) wa)! 8u~lc~~pou.t 6qg=p uoguyaa urog paugqo SF 1-v uog!uyaa 
a~UIS‘{L=(a)lIa)-oS=S ,aylaAeyaN(*SlUaAajO%U~lap~O paX!UiSl! aq(f$‘$I‘S) 
= p pul3 uo~)l3AJasqo SJ! aq (,s‘,s ',I ',s) =o ‘uo!lElndwoa p: aq 2 $a7 l JOOJ 
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you choose from dec(E,) to dec(Eh) with no quadruples of the form I -+ccr**l I’), 
by hypothesis E+ El we can always find an agent E ‘1 such that Eb= Ei and 
&\a! =$ E ‘1 (Le., there exists a computation from dec(E,) to dec( E’,) with no 
quadruples of the form I --j ra*g1 I’) And vice versa. Thus, the required bisimulation 
is R’={(E\a, E’\a)I(E, E’)E R}. ’ 
(rel): Trivial, since 4 is a permutation of A u {T} that preserves T and -: the 
required bisimulation is R’ = {( Eo[ 41, E,[ c/b]) I( Eo, E,) E R}. 
(corn): We only consider the case of right 1 context; the other case is symmetrical. 
The required bisimulation is R’= {(E,IE, E,IE)I(E,, E,)E }. In order to support 
our claim, we now prove that whenever Eel E d ELI E’ then El I E d E’, I E’ and 
Ehl E’ = E i I E’. By a symmetric argument, R’ is therefore a bisimulation. This is 
the most difficult case to be proved, and, in order to guide the reader in understanding 
the proof, we first consider the case when there is no communication between E. 
and E. Then, we prove the thesis for a single-step computation consisting of a 
synchronization. Finally, we extend this result to the general case. 
In the first case, for every computation of Eoi E with no communication 
&={dec(EO))iBuid]dec(E) JIIp,.y1,] 1: G, l - l 
Gn_* In [P”.B”l 
- 1; dec(E&))iduid)dec(E’)} 
with h = (S, I, s) as label of its partial ordering many step derivation, we must find 
a computation of El I E with no communization 
Gm_* _r, kn’%l 
-_I; dec(E:))iduid)dec(E’)}, 
with the same h as label of the partial ordering many step derivation, and Eh 1 E’ = 
E’,IE’. 
We can write each (occurrence of) complete set of grapes Gk as 6; I id u id I C’, 
(index 1 is for left, r for right), where Gi( Gi) is a(n occurrence of) complete set of 
grapes to which dec( Eo)( dec( E )) has evolved. Now, since there is no communication, 
it is possible to partition &, in two parts: the first one contams those quadruples 
involving only grapes in Gi I id; the second part contains those quadru 
only grapes in idI Gi. This can alw;lys be done, by looking whet 
I,&dIC;. 
The partition above induces a partition on h in h’ 
h are then accord 
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Twc computations can now be generated from TO, by “splitting” each quadruple 
in its premises, more precisely 
Ij - [@I*~,] I;, wit c Gj 1 id, originates 1; -[+‘:’ Zj’, where 9’2; 1 i
Ii, $‘lid = 1; ; 
Ij + EP,*.? 1 1; , it& pi C_ id 1 Gl, originates 1; -‘U@A:l IJr, where id 19; = ~j, id f !J = 
4, idI Z,l’= 1;. 
We obtain the following computations 
which give rise to partial ordering derivations which are (isomorphic to) h’ and h’: 
h” = (S”, I‘, <” ) (with x = 1, r), where 
S”‘{ejE Slt?j is generated accordingly to Definition 4.3 in correspondence to 
I;; - [f@; I rl’); 
i” is the restriction of 1. to S”; 
<“= { e- C ek I ej, ek E S”}. 
By hypothesis, E. and E, are partial orderi na equiva!ent, thus we can find an agent 
Ei partial ordering equivalent to E h, such-that E, & E i. This partial ordering 
derivation is obtained by a computation, say 
Eventually, we can “put Humpty together again” first by inferring from quadruple 
1; ,rh!;.6;1 I’-’ _-J , 1 ~j s z, the quadruple 
I;- [‘V? II’, 1 <j < 4, the quadruple 
and then by generating the following computation. 
&={dec(E,)IiduidIdec(E) J,3& G’,widldec(E)o*. 
I&L*_1 
. . . 1 Ai: dec(Ei)/iduid]dec(E) (comingfrom&), -z 
id u id 1 dec(E’)) (coming frc 
il ct 
LI I ‘) an ete 
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in the case of no communication. Actually, Theorem 4.6 stating complete concur- 
rency makes it possible to compose computations 6: and St; because the quadruples 
in the former generate events which are concurrent with all those generated by the 
quadruples in the latter. 
We now consider a computation containing only a single quadruple resulting 
from a synchronization, i.e., 
&,={dec(E,)]iduidIdec(E) Z * Z’ dec(EA)IiduidIdec(E’)} 
with empty partial ordering as label of its derivation. We must find a computation 
of EJE 
s’l - (Gsc(E,)/iduid)dec(E) Z __c”fl.=-+ 1’ dec(E~)lidcJidIdec(E’)}, 
with the same empty partial ordering labelling its derivation, E&I E’ = E i I E’. Again, 
two computations can be generated, by “spfittir’g” the quadruple in its premises, 
more precisely Z +cT*81 I’ originates Z’+rA*d’l I” and I’&’ G+U I”, where Z’lid u 
idlZ’= Z, Z”IiduidIZ”= I’, and ~‘~iduid~~‘=% 
We obtain the following computations 
&-, = {dec( Eo) I’ 3 I” dec( EL)}; 
[f, = {dec( E) I’= I” dec( E’)}, 
that generate one new event each, say, e’ and er, and have the following partial 
ordering derivations 
h’, = ({e’), {Z(e’) = A), {e’s e’}) 
h: = ({er), {l(e’) = A-), {e’s e’}). 
By inductive hypothesis E. and E, are congruent, thus we can find an agent E: 
equivalent to E &, such that El & Ei . This partial ordering derivation is obtained 
by a computation, say 
e” = {dec(E’) _I’ [h”” - 1” dec( E’,)). 
We can now “put Humpty together again” first by inferring from qua les 
[ A.$2’lid] 
_I’lid - 
[A-,idl@?‘] ’ 
_I”lid and idfZ’- id j I!r 
the quadruple 
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y generating the following computation 
,)[idwidIdec(E) _I[T.ijplI’ dec( 
Obviously EP 1 E 
Now we can better face the general case, by using the facts proved above. Suppose 
we are given t 
where .s&-,, A&,..., denote (possibly computation without 
communications, an he invisible acti ications carry indexes 
in order to unique1 ick them up. We can split &, as we did in the two cases 
above, obtaining the following computations. 
Computations 6: and & originate partial ordering derivations labelled by the partial 
orderings h” and h’, respectively. As done before, we can obtain the following 
computation originating, by inductive hypothesis, a partial ordering derivation with 
artial ordering h’ as label. 
We may now compose e: and $k, to obtain & 9 by iteratively interleaving their parts 
without communication and “synchronizing” the quadruples with action hi and ai. 
in doing so, two cases may arise, depenmling on whether the actions used for 
synchronization are generated in the same order or not. ore accurately, whether 
hi # (A f )-. In the first case, no trouble arises and the required computa- 
where _I! 11: wCT~**!61 1:’ 11:” are obtained from 1: w[*~**~I 1:’ and 1: +[h~~3!’ 1:’ as 
done above. Ske computations $-, and 6: have the same label h an 
recomposed computation 6, originates the sclme 
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events in different iota1 orderings, and thus these events are cmcwrent. Thus, we 
can apply Theorem .6 to switch transitions in s’, and still obtain a legal computatiorr 
originating the same partial ordering derivation with label h’. G 
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